
How will it work?
Hack participants (max team of 5) attending are encouraged to bring 
one executive sponsor to the event alongside the business team that 
is most affected by the problem being presented. AWS staff and AWS 
partners will then work in collaboration with the Housing Associations 
across the 2 days to come up with a solution that lays a strong 
foundation for solving the problem and driving service improvement. 
Whilst we encourage the possible coding of new solutions, we 
understand the timeframe is tight, so we will therefore accept ideas 
and concepts that may have been white-boarded across the 2 days. 

   Teams will be expected to present ideas 
back to a panel of judges on Day 2

   The winning team will receive access to a $10,000 AWS credit purse 
alongside AWS and / or partner support resources to take the idea 
forward and implement the solution utilising AWS Cloud services. 

   The judging panel will consist of Ian Wright (Managing 
Director, DIN), the 4 executive or senior sponsors from the 
Participants attending and an AWS representative. Each 
panel member will cast one vote. Please note HA executive 
sponsor cannot vote for their own organisation. 

Participants are expected to forward 3 problem statements 
to be considered 5 weeks before the event. 

One problem will be selected to take forward at the event 
by the Disruptive Innovators Network and AWS. 

The 2019  
Hack the House
Mon 20th/21st May – Amazon HQ Shoreditch London

The Disruptive Innovators 
Network and Amazon Web 
Services are delighted 
to offer you a unique 
opportunity to participate in 
our first competitive ‘Hack 
the House’ at Amazon’s 
HQ in Shoreditch.

Why? 
Whether it’s rising Homelessness, a 
shortage of Housing supply, the tragedy 
of Grenfell or the accelerating impact 
of Universal Credit, UK Social Housing is 
firmly in the public eye and on the verge of 
major political and social transformation. 

Housing Providers need to rethink and 
redesign how services are delivered, raise 
the bar with customer engagement and 
adopt a more intelligent approach to 
managing assets. By rethinking traditional 
ways of working, Housing Providers must 
embrace a new technology strategy that 
fosters a culture of innovation and drives 
continuous improvement of services. 

Social Housing remains a key 
structure from which communities 
and people thrive.

We must act now to redesign and 
rethink the UK Social Housing 
sector of the future. 
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What is a problem statement? 
See the example below from a recent 
Hackathon AWS ran for the British  
Heart Foundation. (Please keep this confidential)

Problem:
Across the BHF’s 750+ shops (standard) 
and stores (F&E) we have a huge amount 
of sales, units and general sales data for 
donated goods. We provide our shops and 
stores with price guides, but at present there is  
no way of knowing if the price is optimised;  
which leads us to question whether: 

   Are we achieving the best possible price through our shops and 
stores for items donated?

   What should influence our pricing approach and how often should 
it be reviewed?

  Are we losing customers due to over pricing?

  Are we losing out on revenue due to under-pricing?
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User story: As a Retailer
I Want To validate the list price of a wide range of donated goods 
against multiple data sources
And make this information available to store managers (those who 
price goods in retail stores/online) 
So That the BHF can ensure its goods pricing is optimised against 
market cost 
And the amount of lost potential revenue is reduced
And customers are provided with a reasonable cost upon purchase
And the BHF receives enhanced funding provided through its Retail 
division”



Benefits 
for those 
attending:

  Collaborate 
with some of the 
sectors leading 
innovators and 
experts from the 
Amazon network

  Fresh ideas for 
the way you work 
to take back into 
your organisation 

  A new 
perspective on 
the way to  
design and 
test ideas 
and solutions 
in a rapid, 
experimental way.

Agenda:

Day 1 Monday 20th May
1100 – 1110   Welcome - Chris Masey AWS & Ian Wright DIN

1110 – 1125  AWS Executive Welcome - Chris Hayman,  
AWS Head of UKIR Public Sector

1125 – 1150   The Amazon Innovation Model – with a focus on Amazonian 
mechanisms that can be utilised throughout the event (Chris Masey)

1150 – 1200  Break

1200 – 1300 Problem Statements Presentation – 4 Participants

1300 – 1345 Lunch

1345 – 1730 Groups form and Housing Hack begins

1730 - 1800 Wrap up

Day 2 Tuesday 21st May 
0800 – 1130  Housing Hack resumes

1130 – 1230 Group Presentations

1230 – 1245 Panel Assessment 

1245 – 1300 Winner announced

1300  Lunch and Depart

Who is taking part  
in the Housing Hack?
4 influential and innovative Housing 
Associations have committed to attend and 
present a key problem from their organisation. 

 
 Places for People 

Places for People is one of the largest property 
management, development, regeneration and 
leisure companies in the UK with assets in 
excess of £3 billion, and managing more than 
180,00 homes. 

 Metropolitan Thames Valley (MTVH)
A member of the G15– which represents 
London’s largest housing associations, in 
October 2018 likeminded housing associations 
Metropolitan and Thames Valley Housing 
completed a partnership to form Metropolitan 
Thames Valley. The two organisations came 
together to improve the services provided 
and do more in the communities. Managing 
57,000 properties, the Group organisation has 
revenues of over £400 million.

 
 Torus 

As individual social landlords, Golden Gates 
Housing Trust, Helena Partnerships and 
Liverpool Mutual Homes each held a similar 
vision - a drive to empower the people living in 
their homes; unlocking potential and providing 
life-changing opportunities. A commitment 
to creating sustainable, stable, thriving 
communities through support, investment, 
development and regeneration. United, as the 
Torus group, this shared vision has become 
a common purpose. Torus has revenues of 
approximately £400 million and manages 
40,000 properties across the North West. 

 
 Clarion Housing Group

Another member of the g15 in London, 
Clarion Housing is the UK’s largest housing 
association with 125,000 properties nationwide. 
Over 360,000 people call a Clarion Housing 
home their home. As a leading developer, 
Clarion also has a major role to play in tackling 
the country’s housing shortage. Their aim is to 
build 50,000 new homes in ten years including 
homes for social housing, shared Ownership, 
private rent and private sale tenures.

What is the outcome?
The winner will be announced at 1pm on the 21st May. They will receive $10,000 of AWS credit purse 
alongside AWS and/or partner support resources to take the idea forward and implement the 
solution utilising AWS Cloud services.

They will have demonstrated:

   Genuine fresh thinking in Identifying potential solutions to their problem statement

   The potential of the solution in terms of being able to scale quickly

   That they have worked most effectively as a team and have been able to ‘sell’ their  
vision for the solution.
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